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The Best Week Ever in Steamboat

We had a great week in Steamboat.

On Saturday, our flight out to Location was Adjective and smooth.

When we arrived, it was wonderful to be greeted that beautiful Location blue sky and fresh clean

mountain air. And, of course, the trusty green Noun was waiting for us in the parking lot!

We stopped by the library on the way in to town because it's always nice to have some fresh Verb ending 

in ing material for the week in Steamboat. Nothing like a good book!

On Proper noun Avenue we drove past some of our favorite places in town, including Animal Drug

, Winona's, and of course, the most favorite of all: Fuzzywigs!

Also, it was fun seeing Mt. Proper noun . We all were anticipating a great week of skiing and/or

snowboarding! When we arrived at Animal Claw, the boys tumbled out of the truck and we

Adverb carried in our bags to Unit 106, the best Noun on the mountain!

We got settled in, said hello to My My and First name and all went to bed early. Verb ending in ing is

tiring,



and we all wanted to have plenty of energy for the upcoming week!

Sunday morning we all woke up Past tense verb and eager to get out on the mountain. We ate, the boys

surfed the TV channels looking for Sponge Bob, and we got dressed for our day of skiing/snowboarding. The

sky was brooding and heavy. Noun starting cascading to the ground. Looked like it would be a snowy

time out there. No big deal: Steamboat could always use more Noun right?

We went out and enjoyed a few fun runs getting reacquainted with the ever-popular (among some) Why Not and

Vagabond. Yay! It continued to Noun .

Monday: and snow.

Tuesday: and snow.

Wednesday. and snow!

It was a Adjective week! The boys each loved their ski school class, improving their skill and having fun

with the great ski Plural noun and other kids. The five feet of Noun we got during the week made

for great powder and lots of wet gear! Jonathan was Preposition deep powder ecstasy. His favorite? The

trees



of Closets and Shadows. More than a few times, the Noun was so deep he ended up having to

Verb himself out of a hole. Adjective

By Friday, we all (even Jonathan?) were glad to see the clouds depart and the Noun finally come out. It

was a great week and we were so thankful for all the fun.

Saturday included the onerous task of packing up and heading out. We piled into the trusty green Noun

and headed toward Location hearts sad and bodies tired from all the fun. After flying to

Location we decided, "Why go directly home?"; So we flew out to Location for a quick burger

from In-And-Out, and a Adjective visit to the Proper noun Ocean. After that we Past tense 

verb back east, stopping at Location just to keep things interesting before landing at the Newark

Liberty International Airport. AHHH, the joys of EWR! There's no place like home, sweet home New

Location

This trip was made possible through a generous donation from our sponsors First name and First 

name Spoelstra. We thank them for their ongoing generosity. We are also full of gratitude to Animal

Claw Unit 106 owners Judy and Ken Lont, who have Adverb made their condo available

Preposition the



years. The ski-in ski-out location and Adjective amenities there make time in Location all the

more enjoyable. For our little Animal cubs, the Bear Claw is a Adjective place full of fond

memories. Many thanks!
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